Keep devices and data
secure with AUE
Our AUE policy ensures the latest software is
always operating on the most suitable hardware.
Secure by design
Multiple layers of security enable
Chromebooks’ effortless sharing model.
These include veriﬁed boot, sandboxing
of data, and automatic updates applied
approximately every 6 weeks.

Automatic updates
Google provides regular automatic
updates to Chrome devices to guarantee
their security and reliability. They include
updates to the device itself, Chrome OS,
Chrome Browser and ﬁrmware, and are
applied seamlessly in the background,
causing no interruptions to user
productivity. Once applied, a simple
reboot of the Chromebook (<10
seconds) is all it takes for the updates to
take effect.
With Chrome OS, you don’t even notice
your system updating with the latest and
greatest features.

Our mission to keep devices
secure and updated
We work closely with hardware and
software partners to provide ﬁxes that
allow Chrome to continue providing OS
improvements. Agreements with all of
the component vendors allow us to

provide seamless security patches and
stability improvements along the way.
However, the technology these agreements
are based on will eventually become obsolete
and so the AUE cannot be managed for an
indeﬁnite amount of time.
That’s why we have Automatic Update
Expiration, a shelf life that ensures the latest
software is always operating on the most
suitable hardware. All devices have a date
when automatic software updates expire,
which is determined by when the hardware
platform was ﬁrst introduced to the market,
rather than the purchase date of the device.

Remember:
AUE dates keep devices safe – once
passed, they may be fine to use, but
they’re no longer the secure devices
they were designed to be and may
not meet regulatory requirements for
your industry.
For a full list of AUE dates, see the Automatic
Update Expiration policy Help Center.
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Why we recommend
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Devices can be wiped and turned into
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devices.

Donate
Devices can be wiped and donated to
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libraries, to support greater equality
and access to technology.
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